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New Conditioning Disk Technology

Using the GlassRenu® CDT Conditioning RenuDisk®

All RED RenuDisks are made with a new type of abrasive material that 
actually transforms the grinding disk into a prepolish disk the more it is 
used.  These special conditioning disks will leave the surface of the glass 
clearer and allow the damage to polish out faster than ever before.

Step 1: RED Disks are the most aggressive RenuDisk we manufacture and should be used 

on heavy or extreme damage.  

Use as a grinding disk for approximately 250 sq. ft. of damage removal. 

When the disk is ready to be used as a pre-polish disk it will retain glass stock 

within the paper, take on a reflective shimmer and feel extremely smooth. If you 

still feel a rough or abrasive quality to the surface of the disk  continue to use it  

for grinding.

Step 2:  Once the RED disk has achieved the ‘pre-polish’ condition, you may use the disk 

to prep the repair area for polishing. The goal is to get the glass surface to look 

“splotchy” and uniformly hazed. To do this, set the grinder to a speed setting of 

5 and work the entire area of the repair.  Insure that you exceed the previously 

ground area by a half diameter of the disk being used. Once the glass is uniformly 

pre-polished, continue on to the polishing step as you normally would.

Watch our video demo on CDT RenuDisks @ www.glassrenu.com/videos. 


